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Abstract

The goal of sexism detection is to mitigate negative online
content targeting certain gender groups of people. However,
the limited availability of labeled sexism-related datasets
makes it problematic to identify online sexism for low-
resource languages. In this paper, we address the task of auto-
matic sexism detection in social media for one low-resource
language – Chinese. Rather than collecting new sexism data
or building cross-lingual transfer learning models, we de-
velop a cross-lingual domain-aware semantic specialisation
system in order to make the most of existing data. Seman-
tic specialisation is a technique for retrofitting pre-trained
distributional word vectors by integrating external linguistic
knowledge (such as lexico-semantic relations) into the spe-
cialised feature space. To do this, we leverage semantic re-
sources for sexism from a high-resource language (English)
to specialise pre-trained word vectors in the target language
(Chinese) to inject domain knowledge. We demonstrate the
benefit of our sexist word embeddings (SexWEs) specialised
by our framework via intrinsic evaluation of word similarity
and extrinsic evaluation of sexism detection. Compared with
other specialisation approaches and Chinese baseline word
vectors, our SexWEs shows an average score improvement of
0.033 and 0.064 in both intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations, re-
spectively. The ablative results and visualisation of SexWEs
also prove the effectiveness of our framework on retrofitting
word vectors in low-resource languages.

Introduction
Due to the volume of incidents, hostile behaviours and
violence in social media, manual inspection and modera-
tion have become unmanageable, especially for minorities
and minorised communities (Jha and Mamidi 2017; Fersini,
Nozza, and Rosso 2020; Rodrı́guez-Sánchez, Carrillo-de Al-
bornoz, and Plaza 2020). Sex is commonly a sensitive topic,
and sexist content is of high subjectivity. The high cogni-
tion and tolerance thresholds of hostile gender-biased be-
haviour by certain gender groups can exacerbate gender-
based hatred and violence online (Shi and Zheng 2020). Sex-
ist speech refers to those promoting gender-based abuse and
violence against an individual or a gender group of people on
actual or perceived aspects of personal characteristics (e.g.
physical gender differences) (Jiang et al. 2022), manifested
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in various behaviours (e.g. stereotyping, ideological issues,
and sexual violence) (Manne 2017; Anzovino, Fersini, and
Rosso 2018). Glick and Fiske (2001) define sexism as an
ambivalent attitude manifested through both hostility and
benevolence. Hostile sexism is characterised by an explic-
itly negative attitude towards gender groups (e.g. misog-
yny), while benevolent sexism is more subtle with seemingly
positive characteristics. Most studies focus more on detect-
ing hostile sexism, overlooking implicit expressions of sex-
ism (Waseem and Hovy 2016; Pamungkas, Basile, and Patti
2020). Hence, mitigating online sexism in a wide spectrum
of sexist behaviours is crucial as these are, in fact, extremely
dangerous and harmful to society (Richardson-Self 2018).

Research in sexism detection has recently increased in
popularity (Rodrı́guez-Sánchez, Carrillo-de Albornoz, and
Plaza 2020; Jiang and Zubiaga 2021). However, sexism-
related resources are predominantly available in English
(Waseem and Hovy 2016; Jha and Mamidi 2017; Samory
et al. 2021) and Indo-European languages (Fersini, Nozza,
and Rosso 2020; Chiril et al. 2020), while efforts in low-
resource languages are limited, such as Chinese (Jiang et al.
2022). To overcome this resource scarcity, cross-lingual
transfer learning can be a solution. Most studies in sex-
ism detection focus on investigating the superior model ar-
chitecture for classification in different languages (Parikh
et al. 2019; Rodrı́guez-Sánchez, Carrillo-de Albornoz, and
Plaza 2020; Samory et al. 2021) without using additional
domain knowledge, such as a domain-specific lexicon (Wie-
gand et al. 2018). Several works demonstrate the positive
influence on the broader abusive language detection task by
directly injecting external domain knowledge at the model
level (Koufakou et al. 2020), but lack further exploration into
the effect of this knowledge.

Integrating structured external knowledge like distinct
lexico-semantic relations into the feature space yields bet-
ter performance in various downstream tasks, such as spo-
ken language understanding (Kim, de Marneffe, and Fosler-
Lussier 2016), text simplification (Ponti et al. 2018), and
cross-lingual transfer of resources (Vulić, Mrkšić, and Ko-
rhonen 2017; Ponti et al. 2019). Semantic specialisation, re-
ferred to as retrofitting or post-processing, is a process of
fine-tuning pre-trained distributional word vectors by incor-
porating structured linguistic constraints from external lexi-
cal resources (e.g., WordNet or BabelNet) to highlight spe-



cific semantic relations in the specialised embedding space,
leading to the benefit of downstream applications (Faruqui
et al. 2015; Mrkšić et al. 2017). However, to overcome the
restriction of constraint-driven specialisation only for exist-
ing (seen) words, a post-specialisation technique is proposed
to leverage implicit information extracted from an initially
specialised vector space to further specialise the entire vec-
tor space (on unseen words) (Vulić et al. 2018; Glavaš and
Vulić 2018b). In addition, post-specialisation approaches are
designed for cross-lingual scenarios by transferring global
specialisation via a shared vector space (Glavaš et al. 2019;
Ponti et al. 2019). Previous studies have developed seman-
tic specialisation techniques for distributional word embed-
dings (Mrkšić et al. 2017) and contextualised embeddings
with sentence-level semantics (Vulić et al. 2021). As far as
we know, no previous work has studied the fine-tuning of
word embeddings with domain-specific semantic knowledge
through cross-lingual semantic specialisation techniques for
a low-resource social media task such as sexism detection.

In this paper, we develop a domain-aware cross-lingual
semantic specialisation framework between languages (i.e.
English-to-Chinese), aiming to construct sexism-specific
word embeddings (SexWEs) to facilitate the performance
of the sexism detection task for a low-resource language.
Inspired by the cross-lingual specialisation method in Ponti
et al. (2019)’s work, in our case, we first structure linguis-
tic constraints from external sexism-related semantic knowl-
edge (e.g. BabelNet) into different forms, including source
constraints (English), target constraints (Chinese) and cross-
lingual constraints. Then we project all source constraints
into target constraints, and refine these projected target con-
straints by cleaning up the noise inside them. After that, var-
ious target constraint groups are incorporated together into
the specialisation process to retrofit pre-trained word embed-
dings to be domain-aware for the target language. Finally,
we can monolingually employ our domain-specific SexWEs
to the downstream task of social media sexism detection.

Furthermore, we verify the quality of our SexWEs in the
intrinsic evaluation of word similarity, as well as the im-
pact on sexism detection. Our results show that SexWEs
achieves state-of-the-art performance on several word sim-
ilarity benchmarks, outperforming all baseline classifiers
on identifying sexism. Additionally, the visualisation of
SexWEs with diverse constraints shows positive changes be-
fore and after the specialisation, and an ablation study also
demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed architecture
for cross-lingual domain-aware specialisation. Our speciali-
sation method enables us to specialise any type of distribu-
tional vectors in the target language with diverse constraints.

Our key contributions include the following:

1. We conduct the first study on semantic specialisation
for cross-lingual abusive language detection, building
SexWEs, sexism-specific word embeddings for Chinese;

2. Our domain-aware embeddings achieve state-of-the-art
performance on word similarity benchmarks (correlation
score increased by 0.039) and the Chinese sexism detec-
tion task compared with all Chinese baseline embeddings
(F1 score improved by 0.114);

3. Our cross-lingual domain-aware specialisation outper-
forms previous state-of-the-art specialisation transfer ap-
proaches on both word similarity benchmarks (correla-
tion score increased by 0.027) and the Chinese sexism
detection task (F1 score improved by 0.041);

4. We will publicly release our resources1 to facilitate the
integration of external lexical domain knowledge into
distributional embedding models for other low-resource
languages.

Related Work
Sexism Detection
Research in social media sexism detection has increased
in recent years (Parikh et al. 2019; Samory et al. 2021).
The first attempt was by Hewitt, Tiropanis, and Bokhove
(2016) who investigated the manual classification of gender-
based tweets, and the first survey of automatic misogyny
identification in social media was conducted by Anzovino,
Fersini, and Rosso (2018). Rodrı́guez-Sánchez, Carrillo-
de Albornoz, and Plaza (2020) explore the feasibility of
automatically identifying sexist content using both tradi-
tional and deep learning techniques. In addition, researchers
mainly address the problem of multilingual sexism detection
by using deep neural networks with cross-Lingual word em-
beddings or multilingual pre-trained models (Pamungkas,
Basile, and Patti 2020; Rodrı́guez-Sánchez et al. 2021).
However, most relevant studies investigate monolingual or
multilingual sexism detection only based on existing data
in high-resource languages such as English and other Indo-
European languages (Fersini, Nozza, and Rosso 2020; Chiril
et al. 2020; Samory et al. 2021), while cross-lingual studies
in the field of sexism and even general abuse are still limited
for low-resource languages like Chinese.

Moreover, most studies propose model architectures for
identifying online sexism or related abuse, and few make ef-
forts to infuse external domain knowledge into vector space
to enhance the detection performance (Arango, Pérez, and
Poblete 2021). Badjatiya et al. (2017) utilise an LSTM-
based model to generate English hate word embeddings, but
more persuasive validation strategies should be reconsidered
(Arango, Pérez, and Poblete 2020). Kamble and Joshi (2018)
describe the construction of domain word embeddings based
on Word2Vec from a Hindi-English hate speech dataset,
and Alatawi, Alhothali, and Moria (2021) produce abuse-
specific embeddings for English white supremacy. Besides,
multilingual word embeddings based on abuse knowledge
are created for cross-lingual hate speech detection (Arango,
Pérez, and Poblete 2021).

To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has studied
cross-lingual semantic specialisation techniques to generate
domain-aware word embeddings in low-resource languages
for abuse in social media. Therefore, we specifically apply
this technique to the field of sexism and choose Chinese2 as
our target language. Abusive language detection is in turn

1https://github.com/aggiejiang/SexWEs
2Chinese is generally a resourceful language, but there is only

one dataset available for online abuse or sexism.



understudied in Chinese, with the only antecedent of (Jiang
et al. 2022), who created the sexism dataset that we use here
but didn’t study model development.

Retrofitting Word Embeddings
In the field of word vector specialisation, there has been
a body of research exploring various methods to incorpo-
rate diverse constraints into the word embedding space. The
first retrofitting work by Faruqui et al. (2015) is proposed
to pull the vectors of similar words closer to each other by
fusing only synonyms. Then ATTRACT-REPEL, a standard
semantic specialisation approach, is developed to integrate
structured linguistic constraints with both similar and dis-
similar semantics into pre-trained vector spaces, clustering
the embeddings of similar words (e.g. synonyms, hypernym-
hyponym pairs) closer together and enforcing dissimilar
words (e.g., antonyms) far away from each other (Mrkšić
et al. 2017). Such semantic specialisation could be applied
to any kind of distributional word embeddings.

Since the first-generation semantic specialisation mod-
els only retrofit the embeddings of words seen in linguis-
tic constraints, a series of post-specialisation techniques
are proposed (Vulić et al. 2018; Glavaš and Vulić 2018b;
Ponti et al. 2018; Colon-Hernandez et al. 2021). Post-
specialisation aims to fine-tune the entire distributional vec-
tor space by learning an explicit and global specialisation
mapping between original and initially specialised spaces,
and then applying the mapping to the embeddings of words
unseen in external constraints (Vulić et al. 2018). Ponti et al.
(2018); Colon-Hernandez et al. (2021) modify the feed-
forward post-specialisation network with different Genera-
tive Adversarial Networks (GANs) based approaches to dis-
criminate word vectors from original and specialised spaces,
which yields better performance on retrofitting.

Post-specialisation approaches can be further employed
for cross-lingual transfer through a shared vector space be-
tween source and target languages (Glavaš et al. 2019;
Ponti et al. 2019). In this work, we demonstrate how to
combine task-oriented multilingual domain knowledge to
achieve cross-lingual semantic specialisation on pre-trained
word embeddings, with an impact on sexism detection for
low-resource languages.

Methodology: SexWEs
We propose to build Sexist Word Embeddings (SexWEs)
based on a cross-lingual domain-aware semantic specialisa-
tion system, inspired by the CLSRI framework Ponti et al.
(2019). The objective is to incorporate awareness of the sex-
ism domain into the semantic specialisation procedure to
enrich domain-aware word embeddings (integrated sexism
domain knowledge). We aim to specialise existing state-of-
the-art distributional word embeddings in a target language
by utilising commonsense knowledge and multilingual do-
main knowledge from lexical constraints, where constraints
are dominated by resource-rich source language and supple-
mented by a resource-poor target language. In our case, we
opt for English (EN) as the source language Len and Chinese
(ZH) as the target language Lzh.

Our procedure can be split into two parts: constraint
processing and domain-aware specialisation (see Figure
1). Firstly, constraint processing is to collect multilingual
domain constraints, project source constraints across lan-
guages and clean up noisy constraints by transformation.
Then we fuse the refined target constraints and external tar-
get constraints together as constraints Cgroup

zh , and execute
monolingually initial specialisation and post-specialisation
on existing distributional word vector space by employing
well-handled constraints Cgroup

zh in the target language.

Constraint Processing
According to Mrkšić et al. (2017)’s ATTRACT-REPEL
methodology, linguistic constraints obtained from external
sources are usually divided into two lexico-semantic groups:

• ATTRACT constraints: indicate word pairs with similar
representations, e.g. synonyms (swearing and abuse, 咒
骂and辱骂) or direct hypernym-hyponym pairs (woman
and widow,女人and寡妇);

• REPEL constraints: specify which word pairs should ap-
pear far apart in the vector space, e.g. antonyms (appre-
ciation and disgust,欣赏and厌恶).

Our constraints are grouped into five categories:

• English general constraints Cg
en

• English domain constraints Cd
en

• English general&domain constraints Cboth
en = Cg

en∪Cd
en

• Chinese domain constraints Cd
zh

• Cross-lingual EN-ZH domain constraints Cd
cl

English general constraints include words that are com-
monly and frequently used, while domain constraints refer
to words related to the domain. In our case, we continue to
use the existing general constraints (Ponti et al. 2019) and
extract domain constraints in both monolingual and cross-
lingual scenarios. Except for Cd

cl constraints, the other four
types of constraints all have ATTRACT and REPEL sets sep-
arately. This step focuses on processing source constraints
and cross-lingual constraints while target constraints Cg

zh,
Cd

zh or Cboth
zh could be regarded as external constraints to

facilitate specialisation performance in the next step.
In this constraint processing step, we first collect domain

constraints into ATTRACT and REPEL sets from BabelNet in
source language Cd

en and target language Cd
zh, and project

all constraints in source language Cd
en to those in target lan-

guage Cd
zh′ . Considering imperfect mapping and polysemy

of Cd
en possibly leading to the incorrect meaning of Cd

zh′ ,
these noisy constraints Cd

zh′ are filtered via a variant of Spe-
cialisation Tensor Model (STM) (Glavaš and Vulić 2018a).

Monolingual and Cross-lingual Domain Constraints Col-
lection In order to extract monolingual domain con-
straints, we organise domain seed words from several
domain-related lexical resources for both source Cd

en and
target Cd

zh languages separately. Then we create domain
constraint pairs via searching synonyms and antonyms in the
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Figure 1: Overview of SexWEs. Constraint processing collects multilingual domain constraints, projects them across languages
and filters noisy pairs. Domain-aware specialisation retrofits distributional word vectors in two steps: (1) utilise knowledge-
aware constraints to specialise vectors on seen words; (2) learn and apply specialised mapping to the entire space.

same language for each seed word, and add a language tag
before each word, such as (zh 歧视, zh 偏见)3

In addition to monolingual domain constraints, we also
extract cross-lingual domain constraints Cd

cl based on do-
main seed words in the form of English-Chinese con-
straints. It will be taken into consideration such as explicit
and implicit cross-lingual domain constraints. An explicit
constraint refers to those English-Chinese constraints via
direct translation and both words are explicitly domain-
related (such as (en prejudice, zh 歧视)), while an implicit
constraint means two words cannot be directly translated
from/to each other, because one word is domain-related in
one language but another one could be domain-unrelated in
another language if directly translated (such as (en f*cking,
zh 草)4 and (zh 绿茶婊, en angelic b*tch)5). All domain
seed words are first directly translated6 into explicit con-
straints, then we manually check and correct incorrectly
translated word pairs to generate implicit constraints.

3歧视or偏见means an unfair and unreasonable opinion or feel-
ing, especially when formed without enough thought or knowl-
edge, such as prejudice or bias.

4The primary meaning of草is grass, only in certain occasions
it may mean the same as f*cking.

5绿茶婊refers to girls who pretend to be pure and innocent but
in fact are manipulative and scheming. It literally translates into
green tea b*tch. The meaning of绿茶婊is similar to angelic b*tch

6We use Google Translate https://translate.google.co.uk/.

Source to Target Constraints Projection Learning cross-
lingual word embeddings via supervised approaches shows
good performance on the task of Bilingual Lexicon Induc-
tion (BLI) especially on typologically-distant language pairs
like EN-ZH (Wang, Henderson, and Merlo 2021). Recent
work (Wang, Henderson, and Merlo 2021) has shown that
Relaxed Cross-domain Similarity Local Scaling (RCSLS)
(Joulin et al. 2018), as a supervised system, achieves re-
markable performance among competing models on the BLI
task, and it has been applied to the word translation task in
order to enhance the performance. So we leverage the RC-
SLS model to learn a linear cross-lingual projection matrix
Wen zh between source and target word embeddings.

Given a set of source constraints Cen, each constraint
is presented as a word pair (wa

en, w
b
en). Since phrases ex-

ist widely in domain constraints Cd
en, phrase-level projec-

tion is also employed by averaging all word embeddings
per phrase. We translate each word or phrase wen in source
constraints by looking for the nearest neighbour of its (aver-
aged) embedding xs in the projected target space. We project
source constraints Cen into target constraints Cd

zh′ by using
the projection matrix Wen zh to project source and target
embeddings into a shared bilingual space Xen zh.

Target Constraint Refinement The shared bilingual
space obtained by the cross-lingual projection matrix is far
from perfect due to incorrect translation via the cross-lingual
shared space and incorrect of senses of polysemous words



in Len. Hence, noisy constraints could be generated via
projection-based approaches from source constraints Cen to
target constraints Cd

zh′ (Glavaš et al. 2019).
Similar to the CLSRI framework, we aim to purify noisy

constraints in Cd
zh′ by leveraging the Specialisation Ten-

sor Model (STM) to discriminate lexico-semantic relations
within word pairs (Glavaš and Vulić 2018a). STM is a sim-
ple and effective feed-forward neural architecture that pre-
dicts lexical relations between word pairs by specialising
input distributional word embeddings in multiple different
projections and computing latent scores from these special-
isation tensors for the final relation classifier. STM performs
better particularly for synonyms and antonyms, and also
presents stable performance across languages (Glavaš and
Vulić 2018a). We alter the multi-label STM classifier to a
binary classifier7, and train five types of instances for STM:

• Ga-STM & Da-STM: it predicts whether a word pair
from general or domain constraints represents a valid AT-
TRACT constraint;

• Gr-STM & Dr-STM: it predicts whether a word pair from
general or domain constraints represents a valid REPEL
constraint;

• Dcl-STM: it predicts whether a pair of cross-lingual do-
main words represents a valid ATTRACT constraint;

Domain-Aware Specialisation
The step of domain-aware specialisation consists of mono-
lingually retrofitting distributional word embeddings space
in the target language Lzh by leveraging a group of target
constraints，such as projected target constraints (e.g. Cg

zh′ ,
Cd

zh′ or Cboth
zh′ ) plus external target constraints (e.g. Cg

zh,
Cd

zh or Cboth
zh ). The whole semantic specialisation process is

similar to the CLSRI system (Ponti et al. 2019). Following
the state-of-the-art specialisation model ATTRACT-REPEL
(AR) (Mrkšić et al. 2017), we initially specialise the tar-
get distributional space to be domain-aware but limited to
existing Czh constraints. Then, based on the AR specialisa-
tion, we apply the state-of-the-art post-specialisation model
RETROGAN (Colon-Hernandez et al. 2021) to the entire vo-
cabulary Vzh, including all the words seen and unseen in the
target space. The following is a detailed description of sys-
tem and a brief outline of AR and RETROGAN models.

Initial Domain-Aware Specialisation The group of tar-
get constraints Cgroup

zh to be specialised is a combination
of projected target constraints Czh′ from source constraints
Cen and external target constraints Czh from scratch, where
Cgroup

zh = Ctype
zh ∪ Ctype

zh′ and type = {g, d, both}. Af-
ter the combination, Cgroup

zh includes two constraint subsets:
ATTRACT constraints Azh and REPEL constraints Rzh. The
distance of each word pair (wa

zh, w
b
zh) from Azh and Rzh is

refined between their corresponding embeddings (xazh, xb
zh)

in the target distributional space.
The specialisation process is carried out via mini-batches

of Cgroup
zh . Let BA be a batch of vector pairs from Azh and

7See more STM technical details in Glavaš and Vulić (2018a)

BR the batch from Rzh. We define TA(BA) and TR(BR) as
corresponding negative pairs for each BA and BR. For each
Azh (or Rzh) constraint (xazh, xbzh), we retrieve its closest
(or farthest) vector pair as the negative constraint (tazh, tbzh).
Half of the negative constraints are selected based on their
cosine similarity, and the other half are random negative
samples.

The objective of AR retrofitting is to minimise the max
margin loss between target constraints and their correspond-
ing negative samples, which includes three types of losses:

LAR = Att(BA, TA)+Rep(BR, TR)+Pre(BA,BR) (1)

Specifically, Att(BA, TA) enables target constraints in BA

closer together than those in the corresponding TA by a AT-
TRACT margin δA:

Att(BA, TA) =
|BA|∑
i=1

[T (δA + xazhi
tazhi

− xazhi
xbzhi

)

+ T (δA + xbzhi
tbzhi

− xa
zhi

xb
zhi

)]

(2)

where T (x) = max(0, x) is the hinge loss function, and δA
determines how much closer target constraints from Azh are
to each other than the distance to their corresponding neg-
ative examples. Analogously, Rep(BR, TR) imposes con-
straints in BR farther than their corresponding constraints in
TR based on a REPEL margin δR. Besides, Pre(BA,BR) is
the regularisation term to preserve the high-quality semantic
information from Xzh by minimising the Euclidean distance
between plain and specialised embeddings.

After AR specialisation, AR specialised space X
′

zh ∈ Rd

is generated from the initial distributional space Xzh ∈ Rd.

Cyclic Adversarial Post-Specialisation The AR special-
isation only works on the target words V seen

zh that actually
exist in Cgroup

zh , which indicates that the performance of ini-
tial specialisation can be semantically improved in terms of
the overlapping vocabulary between explicit V seen

zh and the
vocabulary Vzh of the initial distributional space Xzh. Post-
specialisation learns the mapping from initial specialisation
space and propagates it to the rest of the vocabulary V unseen

zh
(Vulić et al. 2018; Colon-Hernandez et al. 2021).

RETROGAN enriches the existing adversarial post-
specialisation model (Ponti et al. 2018) to a CycleGAN-like
architecture with a pair of Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) (Goodfellow et al. 2020). The goal of RETROGAN is
to learn a global specialisation mapping by balancing a com-
bination of losses in both post-specialisation and inversion
to ensure a unique one-to-one mapping between the plain
vector space Xzh and specialised AR space X

′

zh as condi-
tioned by embeddings of seen words V seen

zh from Cgroup
zh

constraints. Then it propagates this global mapping to the
entire distributional space of our target language Xzh.

The model combines both cyclic and non-cyclic optimi-
sation objectives, where the contrastive margin-based rank-
ing loss with random confounders LMM (Ponti et al. 2018,
2019) is used for both the generators and additionally for the



cycle of generators8:

LMM =

||V seen
zh ||∑
i=1

k∑
j=1|j ̸=i

T

[(δMM − cos(G(xzhi
), x

′

zhi
) + cos(G(xzhi

), x
′

zhj
)+

(δMM − cos(F (xzhi), x
′

zhi
) + cos(F (xzhi), x

′

zhj
)+

(δMM − cos(G(F (xzhi
)), x

′

zhi
) + cos(G(F (xzhi

)), x
′

zhj
)+

(δMM − cos(F (G(xzhi
)), x

′

zhi
) + cos(F (G(xzhi

), x
′

zhj
))]

(3)

where G : Xzh → X
′

zh is the generator that maps the
plain vector space Xzh to the specialised space X

′

zh, and
F : X

′

zh → Xzh is the generator that does the opposite.
LMM makes a word vector generated from Xzh by gener-
ators closer to its gold-standard vector (e.g. specialised AR

vector x
′

zh ∈ X
′
) and different from any of k random con-

founders by a margin δMM , and then forces this constraint
across the cycle.

Experimental Setup
Initial Distributional Word Embeddings
As a starting point to build domain-aware specialised em-
beddings, we employ publicly available FASTTEXT word
vectors (Grave et al. 2018) for both English and Chi-
nese.9 They provide 300-dimensional word vectors trained
on Common Crawl and Wikipedia in 157 languages, using
CBOW with position weights. We execute the projection
from source to target vector space via supervised RCSLS
method, searching 10 nearest neighbours in 10 iterations.

External Sexism Lexical Knowledge
To generate domain-specific constraints, we intend to use
some lexical resources related to sexist domains to organ-
ise sexist seed words. However, due to the lack of external
resources specifically addressing sexism, we select words
from abusive language-related resources, where abuse is a
superdomain of sexism (Waseem and Hovy 2016).

For the source language (EN), we use (i) the hate speech
lexicon HurtLex, containing 6,287 seed offensive, aggres-
sive, and hateful words and phrases in over 50 languages
(Bassignana, Basile, and Patti 2018), and (ii) the abuse lex-
icon by Wiegand et al. (2018), which includes 2,989 words.
For the target language (ZH), we use SexHateLex (Jiang
et al. 2022), a large Chinese sexism lexicon including 3,016
profane and sexually abusive and slang words and phrases.

Linguistic Constraints
Linguistic Constraints are present in the form of
word/phrase pairs in the source language (EN) and the

8See more technical details of the RETROGAN and its losses in
Colon-Hernandez et al. (2021)

9Other multilingual embedding models, such as LASER, Mul-
tilingual BERT and XLM-R, could be tested, however they are gen-
erally better suited for sentence-level embeddings.

target language (ZH) for semantic specialisation, which is
divided into three categories: source general constraints,
bilingual domain (sexism) constraints and cross-lingual con-
straints. We also combine general and domain constraints
(in the same language) as another group of constraints. The
number of constraints is summarised in Table 1.
• Source General Constraints: We follow the same En-

glish general constraints as used in previous work for the
specialisation process (Ponti et al. 2018, 2019). These
general constraints involve the lexico-semantic rela-
tions from WordNet (Miller 1995), Paraphrase Database
(PPDB) (Ganitkevitch, Van Durme, and Callison-Burch
2013) and BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto 2010), which
covers 16.7% of the 200K most frequent English words
in the vocabulary of FASTTEXT embeddings.

• Bilingual Domain Constraints: To produce domain con-
straints, we employ the multilingual semantic network
BabelNet on sexism-related seed words or phrases to ex-
tract synonyms and antonyms according to word sense
tags. These constraints cover only 14.4% and 4.2% of
the English and Chinese vocabulary from FASTTEXT.

• Cross-lingual Domain Constraints: Cross-lingual
sexism-related (domain) constraints are English-Chinese
pairs extracted via multilingual BabelNet based on
domain seed words or phrases (e.g. en hate, zh 憎恶).

General Sexism Both
English ATTRACT 640,435 130,445 768,294

REPEL 11,939 501 12,148

Chinese ATTRACT - 6,353 -
REPEL - 32 -

EN-ZH ATTRACT - 189 -

Table 1: Collection of ATTRACT and REPEL constraints for
source (EN) and target (ZH). Both is the aggregate and dedu-
plicated set of general and sexism-related constraints.

Specialisation Approaches in Comparison
We compare our SexWEs specialisation on different types
of constraints with three other semantic specialisation meth-
ods, implemented using the same FASTTEXT embeddings
and both constraints used for our model SexWEs:
• ATTRACT-REPEL (AR): A state-of-the-art retrofitting

approach (Mrkšić et al. 2017) to refine a distributional
vector space by using ATTRACT/synonymy and RE-
PEL/antonymy constraints.

• RETROGAN : A post-specialisation approach (Colon-
Hernandez et al. 2021) by learning the mapping of
AR and then extending an adversarial post-specialisation
model AuxGAN (Ponti et al. 2018) into a CycleGAN-like
architecture (Zhu et al. 2017) on the entire dataset.

• CLSRI : A specialisation Transfer via Lexical Relation
Induction (Ponti et al. 2019) transfers specialisation map-
ping from a resource-rich source language (English) to
virtually any target language based on AR and AuxGAN
with noisy constraints cleanup.



Hyperparameters in the Training Process
Constraints Refinement: STM The STM model is
adopted to predict lexical relations between constraints with
5 specialisation tensors, 300 neurons of the hidden layer
and a 0.5 dropout value based on prior work (Ponti et al.
2019). During training, we set the batch size to 32 and the
maximum number of iterations to 10, using Adam optimiser
(Kingma and Ba 2015) with a learning rate of 0.0001.

Initial specialisation: AR We preserve the hyperparam-
eter settings for AR as used by Mrkšić et al. (2017). The
margins for ATTRACT, REPEL and regularisation are 0.6,
0.0 and 1e−9, respectively. The Adagrad optimiser (Duchi,
Hazan, and Singer 2011) is used with 0.05 learning rate,
batch size is 50, and maximum number of iterations is 5.
The same configuration as the baseline AR.

Post-Specialisation: RETROGAN We use two hidden lay-
ers with 2,048 units for the generator and the discriminator
in each GAN of RETROGAN , adopting 0.2 and 0.3 dropout
rates separately. We set the margin δMM to 1.0 and the num-
ber of negative samples to 25, utilising Adam optimiser with
0.1 learning rate. The number of training epochs is set to 10
and batch size 32, same as the baseline RETROGAN model.

Results and Analysis
We evaluate our SexWEs via both intrinsic evaluation of
word similarity and extrinsic evaluation of sexism detection.

Intrinsic Evaluation : Word Similarity
The first experiment is to assess the quality of our specialised
space of SexWEs via the word similarity task, which aims
to evaluate the ability of the model to capture the semantic
proximity and relatedness between two words.

Chinese Embeddings in Comparison We adopt original
FASTTEXT word vectors and retrofitted vectors by other spe-
cialisation approaches in comparison with our specialised
embeddings infusing diverse constraints.

Evaluation Setup We employ three word similarity
benchmarks, namely SimLex-999 (SL999) (Hill, Reichart,
and Korhonen 2015), WordSim-296 (WS296) (Jin and Wu
2012) and WordSim-240 (WS240) (Wang et al. 2011).
WS296 and WS240 are Chinese datasets, while SL999 is an
English dataset then translated into traditional Chinese by
Su and Lee (2017). We convert it from traditional to simpli-
fied Chinese with chinese-converter10. The word pair cover-
age in the datasets is 975 of 999 for SL999, 230 of 240 for
WS240, and 286 of 297 for WS296. The Spearman’s rank
correlation ρ is measured as the intrinsic evaluation metric
between the gold word pair similarity scores by annotators
and the cosine similarity scores of the corresponding word
embeddings from various vector spaces.

Analysis of Results The results of word similarity tests
are summarised in Table 2. Regardless of whether we plus
external Chinese domain constraints or not, our specialised

10https://pypi.org/project/chinese-converter/

SexWEs basically outperforms the initial distributional vec-
tors (0.039) and other cross-lingual specialisation models
(0.027), indicating the effectiveness of incorporating do-
main constraints in source language during the cross-lingual
transfer. And to the best of our knowledge, our results
also surpass the Chinese word embeddings VCWE (Sun,
Qiu, and Huang 2019) that achieves the state-of-the-art per-
formances on WS240 and WS29611. By fusing external
domain-specific target pairs, it also achieves better results
for vector space specialisation. Moreover, even without the
infusion of sexist-related knowledge, our approach still out-
performs the similarly structured model CLSRI，while no-
ticeably exceeding two separate models of AR and RETRO-
GAN, respectively. Although our SexWEs achieves a satis-
factory performance on SL999 among all models, it can still
be noted that there is no big gap compared to scores on the
other two benchmarks, probably due to the translation issue
from English to Chinese version or the conversion issue be-
tween traditional and simplified Chinese.

SL999 WS240 WS296
FASTTEXT .347 .546 .620
AR .402 .521 .586
RETROGAN .380 .572 .615
CLSRI .384 .558 .627

SexWEs .406 .586 .608
w/o external .394 .581 .624
only general .389 .561 .623
only domain .388 .563 .637

Table 2: Results of word similarity evaluation based on
Spearman’s rank correlation score ρ (average of 5 runs).

Extrinsic Evaluation: Sexism Detection
We next implement extrinsic evaluation to adjust our spe-
cialised SexWEs to a downstream binary classification task
– sexism detection – which assesses the effectiveness of
word embeddings with domain information.

Dataset We use the only sexism dataset in Chinese, Sina
Weibo Sexism Review (SWSR) (Jiang et al. 2022), with
posts labeled for sexism from the Sina Weibo platform.
SWSR annotations are constructed at different levels of gran-
ularity, and we use the binary labels: sexist and non-sexist.
We split the entire dataset into training and test sets in the
ratio of 4 to 1. We further randomly select 20% of the train-
ing set as the validation set for model fine-tuning process,
and finally utilise the whole training set to evaluate model
capacity on test set. More details are shown in Table 3.
Sexism Detection Models Tested We leverage a sim-
ple text-based Convolutional Neural Network (TCNN) (Kim
2014) as our primary classifier, which is a popular architec-
ture for dealing with NLP tasks with a good feature extrac-
tion capability (Zhang and You 2021), leading to a smaller

11The VCWE results are 0.578 for WS240 and 0.613
for WS296, and it exceeds many competitive Chinese
embeddings (Xiong et al. 2021). For more results, see
https://chinesenlp.xyz/docs/word embedding.html.



Train Validation Test
Sexist 2244 561 288
Non-Sexist 4214 1053 609
Total 6458 1614 897

STR (%) 34.7 34.8 32.1

Table 3: Distribution of train, validation and test sets, sexist
text rate (STR) in the SWSR dataset.

number of parameters, lower computational needs, and a
faster training speed (Zhang and You 2021). TCNN is fed
with different vectors used in the intrinsic evaluation, or
changed to other state-of-the-art models for comparison to
demonstrate the impact of our specialised embeddings on
detecting sexist text. For vectors, we use the original and
specialised word embeddings evaluated in the intrinsic ex-
periments in combination with static BERT embeddings ex-
tracted from Chinese BERT12.

As baseline models, we use BERT (Devlin et al. 2019) and
a state-of-the-art Chinese pre-trained model MACBERT13,
which performs better than normal Chinese BERT14 and
other variants in some classification tasks (Cui et al. 2020).

Evaluation Setup We use the Adam optimiser (0.0001
learning rate) and a maximum sequence length of 100 for
all baseline models. TCNN contains 128 units in the hid-
den layer with the dropout value 0.4, and we use Hugging-
face models ‘bert-base-chinese’ (BERT) and ‘hfl/chinese-
macbert-base’ (MACBERT). We train the TCNN-based mod-
els for 100 epochs and BERT-based models for 4 epochs,
using the same batch size of 32. We report the accuracy and
macro F1 scores as the evaluation metrics.

Analysis of Results We report the results for sexism de-
tection in Table 4. We see that the classifier with our
SexWEs achieves the highest F1 and accuracy scores, out-
performing all baseline classifiers and classifiers with base-
line retrofitted embeddings, and most of our models with dif-
ferent constraints display better results than baselines. The
classifier with our SexWEs also exhibits stable performance
with relatively small fluctuations in scores. Comparing base-
line embeddings, there are notable improvements (0.093-
0.135) in our SexWEs compared to those using FASTTEXT
word embeddings and popular Chinese embeddings VCWE,
and better performance than BERT embeddings. Addition-
ally, our model slightly outperforms BERT-related models
BERT and MACBERT, but both of them present smaller fluc-
tuations due to high stability. RETROGAN shows the best
results among all baseline specialisation models and out-
performs all non-specialised embeddings, but it is still be-
low our SexWEs. Moreover, we can draw some conclusions
that are in line with the intrinsic evaluation. That is, lever-
aging sexism-related constraints and external constraints in

12We extract contextualised BERT embeddings from the initial
embedding layer of Chinese BERT trained on SWSR training set,
using Huggingface BERT model ‘hfl/chinese-bert-wwm-ext’.

13https://huggingface.co/hfl/chinese-macbert-base
14https://huggingface.co/bert-base-chinese

target language for the cross-lingual specialisation process
improves the detection of online sexism, and only using gen-
eral constraints also shows the effectiveness in this task com-
pared to other specialisation baselines.

Impact of Class Imbalance Sexism or abuse tends to be
the minority class in most datasets. In the case of the SWSR
dataset, 65.5% are non-sexist instances (Jiang et al. 2022).
Our SexWEs F1 score for the sexist class is 0.626, which
is still clearly below the F1-not score of 0.849. We can also
clearly observe that the F1-scores between sexist and non-
sexist classes differ greatly, with the average F1-score of the
non-sexist class being about 0.227 higher than that of the
sexist class. This shows a negative impact of class imbalance
on the sexism detection task, and the potential challenges
that sexist texts may bring to the detection (see more in the
subsection Qualitative Analysis).

Resampling and data augmentation techniques could
be considered to mitigate the imbalance in the future
(Bigoulaeva et al. 2022; Rizos, Hemker, and Schuller 2019).

Qualitative Analysis In addition to quantitative evalua-
tion, we also conduct a qualitative analysis of some mis-
classified cases to assess the potential of SexWEs for sex-
ism detection as well as the challenges. When looking at
predicted examples from BERT and classifiers with original
embeddings and our SexWEs, we see some recurrent types
of misclassification in Table 5.

(i) Implicit sexism: Humour, irony and sarcasm are diffi-
cult to be identified. Example (1) is sexist irony without an
explicitly abusive expression. The model with SexWEs suc-
cessfully deemed it sexist, while the others failed.

(ii) Informal and code-mixed expressions: Example (1)
is a Chinese-English code-mixed text, and the slang word
‘vans’ in English has a similar pronunciation as ‘完事了’
(that’s it) in Chinese. ‘驴’ usually refers to ‘donkey’, but it is
commonly used in sexist expressions that offend women15.

(iii) Implicit attack target: The attack target might not ex-
plicit appear like example (2). All models failed to predict it
as sexist text. It demeans the group of highly educated males,
but the target can only be guessed from the context.

(iv) Homophones: Homophones are common in sexist
speech to convey abusive connotations, or to obfuscate and
avoid detection. ‘说服’ and ‘睡服’ have the same pronunci-
ation in (2). ‘说服’ is a general term that means persuade or
convince, and ‘睡服’ is a homophonic word with a similar
meaning to persuade someone by f*cking.

(v) Overuse of explicit sexist words: Sexist words might
be overused in one text, leading to the over-dependence of
the model on these words, while sexist targets in posts are
confounding and hard to be identified. All models failed in
example (3), and we see that the model can easily deem a
text sexist if it contains many sexist words, despite not hav-
ing a specific targeted individual or group.

15‘驴’ comes from ‘婚驴’ (marriage donkey), and is intended to
depict the image of ‘women who are as stupid as donkeys in mar-
riage, deprived of a lot of benefits, but still enjoy silly happiness’.



Model F1-sex F1-not Macro-F1 Accuracy

Baseline embeddings

+FT .483 (±.015) .723 (±.044) .603 (±.028) .641 (±.040)
+VCWE .355 (±.149) .796 (±.010) .645 (±.071) .682 (±.008)
+BERT emb .573 (±.059) .835 (±.009) .704 (±.027) .765 (±.006)
+AR .490 (±.025) .840 (±.017) .668 (±.009) .770 (±.011)
+RETROGAN .622 (±.010) .811 (±.056) .717 (±.027) .753 (±.044)
+CLSRI .638 (±.005) .775 (±.010) .707 (±.006) .723 (±.007)

Baseline models BERT .641 (±.006) .782 (±.008) .711 (±.006) .729 (±.007)
MACBERT .658 (±.013) .789 (±.015) .724 (±.013) .739 (±.014)

SexWEs

SexWEs .626 (±.035) .849 (±.008) .738 (±.016) .786 (±.008)
w/o external .627 (±.041) .840 (±.044) .738 (±.024) .761 (±.034)
only general .622 (±.061) .842 (±.011) .732 (±.030) .779 (±.012)
only domain .646(±.011) .817 (±.056) .733 (±.032) .764 (±.046)

Table 4: Results of sexism detection with standard deviations (average of 10 runs).

Text TCNN+FT BERT SexWEs Ground Truth
1.尊重驴不带套的权力，意外怀孕的权力，尊重就vans。
Translation: Respect the rights of women without wearing condoms and
unintended pregnancies, that’s it.

Non-Sexist Non-Sexist Sexist Sexist

2.学历高的估计更厉害，从道理上说服你，不然就身体上睡服你。
Translation: Males with higher education may be better at persuading you
or f*cking you.

Non-Sexist Non-Sexist Non-Sexist Sexist

3.田园女权，女拳师，极端女权，是我是我都是我。
Translation: Pastoral feminist, female boxer, extreme feminist, it is all me.

Sexist Sexist Sexist Non-Sexist

Table 5: Misclassified examples by three models: TCNN + FASTTEXT embeddings (TCNN+FT), BERT, and TCNN + specialised
embeddings (SexWEs), along with ground truth labels.

Discussion
Visualisation of Word Embeddings
We visualise both original FASTTEXT embeddings and vari-
ous specialised SexWEs embeddings. We select six sexism-
related seed words and gather each seed word with its 20
nearest neighbors from the initial word vector space, to ex-
plore changes in these domain word groups during our spe-
cialisation process. Figure 2 shows the visualisation of word
embeddings with dimensional reduction by t-SNE (van der
Maaten and Hinton 2008). To further investigate the seman-
tic shift between different word vector spaces (Hamilton,
Leskovec, and Jurafsky 2016), we measure the average co-
sine distance between a seed word and its neighbours in each
local word cluster, and average distances among the six clus-
ters to obtain the overall distance in the space. The local dis-
tance is presented in subplot titles of Figure 2.

Looking at both the spatial range of visualised word clus-
ters and local distances, we can observe that all specialised
groups of domain words become more independent and get
closer from the original distributional vector space in Fig-
ure 2 (a) to any of our specialised vector space (see Figure
2 (b)-(f)), which illustrates the benefit of our specialisation
method. After the specialisation process with English con-
straints, the distance of word clusters shows a significant de-
crease, further decreasing after adding external Chinese con-
straints. For word embeddings that incorporate more domain
information (Figure 2 (e) and (f)), the connections between

words in each cluster become stronger, compared to embed-
ding spaces that are only retrofitted with knowledge of gen-
eral constraints in Figure 2 (d). Furthermore, after adding ex-
ternal Chinese constraints, the vector space specialised only
with domain knowledge becomes more contiguous (see Fig-
ure 2 (e) to (b)), while the spaces specialised by both con-
straints are relatively sparse (see Figure 2 (f) to (c)). This
opposite change may be caused by perturbations of com-
monsense knowledge, since general constraints outnumber
domain constraints.

Ablation Study
To evaluate different components, we perform a study of the
following ablated models of SexWEs: (i) removing phrase-
level projection; (ii) removing constraint refinement; and
(iii) removing RETROGAN post-specialisation. In Table 6,
we can see that our model outperforms all ablated models,
which demonstrates the important contribution of all com-
ponents. Although phrase-level constraint processing in the
projection step does not significantly improve the quality of
embeddings, this step validates the positive impact of do-
ing domain-related phrase mapping on identifying sexism.
The results also highlight the effectiveness of STM in refin-
ing the noisy lexico-semantic relations between constraints
compared with the one without constraint refinement. Fur-
thermore, we can validate the capability of RETROGAN post-
specialisation step to efficiently apply the retrofitting map-



Figure 2: t-SNE visualisations of SexWEs word embeddings. Each color group indicates a Chinese domain word with its
20 neighbours generated from original FASTTEXT vectors. There are totally 6 seed words selected, namely purple for 女
人(woman), blue for性侵(sexual assault), skyblue for强奸(rape), green for下贱(b*tchy), orange for傻(stupid), and red for
责骂(scold). Averaged local distance of word clusters (local dist) is measured based on the t-SNE space.

ping to full word vector space when comparing to spe-
cialised word vectors without post-specialisation step.

Intrinsic Extrinsic
SL999 WS240 WS296 Macro-F1 Acc.

SexWEs .406 .586 .608 .738 .786
w/o phrase .404 .571 .611 .726 .778
w/o refinement .390 .536 .591 .713 .768
w/o RETROGAN .398 .529 .594 .704 .760

Table 6: Results for SexWEs and ablative methods.

Performance versus Complexity Trade-off Analysis
According to experimental results, the overall performance
of SexWEs fine-tuned by our cross-lingual domain-aware
specialisation system shows 0.004-0.065 correlation score
improvement in word similarity benchmark and 0.014-0.135
F1 score improvement in sexism detection. The results of
both intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of specialised word vectors compared to pre-
trained word vector baselines, and show improved perfor-
mance over all other specialisation systems with similar
model complexity. Compared with BERT-related baselines,
our SexWEs is based on a simple TCNN architecture and still
achieves a slight increase in the performance of detecting
sexist content, showing further potential for more advanced
and robust networks. Furthermore, we only need to train
once to construct sexist word embeddings. Instead of only
using it for sexism detection, it can also be reused to study

sexism-related issues. Only by collecting new constraints,
the methodology of building cross-lingual specialisation
system can be further transferred to other low-resourced do-
mains to detect abnormal behaviours online.

Conclusion and Future Work
To tackle sexism detection for low-resource languages, we
propose an effective system for cross-lingual domain-aware
semantic specialisation by injecting external constraints re-
ferring to sexist terms in both source and target languages.
We report notable performance of SexWEs in both intrin-
sic and extrinsic evaluations, visualising the positive trend
of word embeddings during the specialisation, as well as
through an ablation study. However, we only observe a mod-
est improvement after adding cross-lingual constraints, po-
tentially due to its limited size. In the future, we plan to ex-
plore full automation of cross-lingual constraint creation and
the extension of our approach to contextualised embeddings.

Ethical Considerations
Online sexism and abuse are sensitive subjects with vari-
ous ethical concerns in the controversy surrounding the free-
dom of speech. To develop the fairness and reliability of our
work, we address the following limitations:
• Confidentiality: Accessing the data is essential to make

our work effective. Since the data is already public, to
address the trade-off between privacy and effectiveness,
original data has all personally identifiable data removed
to ensure user anonymity.



• Potential for harm: Our work is not intended to harm
vulnerable groups who are already discriminated against.
While one could make bad use of sexism detection sys-
tems, such as learning to circumvent detection of their
posts, our work is solely intended for the benign purposes
of detection and mitigation of sexist speech.

• Results communication: Our work is free of plagiarism
or research misconduct, but acknowledge potential limi-
tations when analysing social media data, especially sex-
ist data that does not clearly represent the attack target.
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